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For those who are tired of braaiing the same old chops and wors and MSG-soaked bottled sauces, this is a
seriously different book on braaiing. Following the phenomenal success of Braai Buddy and numerous
requests for a sequel, author de Waal Davis has once again compiled a magnificent collection of international
recipes modified and adapted to South Africa’s favourite national pastime – the braai.
In keeping with current trends in taste and cooking style, he has included sections on gas cooking, the pros
and cons of wood versus gas and classic ‘steakhouse’ sauces. The potjie section has recipes from around the
world as well as South Africa. Chapters also cover the fire, bastes, dry rubs, glazes, marinades, steaks, beef,
chicken, lamb, pork and fish, not forgetting a ‘controversial’ guest list. So yes, the humour of the original
Braai Buddy is continued in Braai Buddy 2.
Colin Daniel’s cartoon-style illustrations add a further dimension to this recipe compilation, which is for the
serious braaier with a serious sense of humour.
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From reader reviews:

William Mayer:

The book Braai Buddy 2 can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why then
must we leave a good thing like a book Braai Buddy 2? A few of you have a different opinion about book.
But one aim that will book can give many data for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to closer with
your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you are able to give for each other; you are able to
share all of these. Book Braai Buddy 2 has simple shape but you know: it has great and massive function for
you. You can look the enormous world by open and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Jessica Jennings:

What do you concerning book? It is not important with you? Or just adding material when you need
something to explain what yours problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man? If you don't
have spare time to do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have extra time?
What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They must answer that question due to the fact just
their can do that. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is proper. Because start
from on kindergarten until university need this Braai Buddy 2 to read.

Eugene Howard:

This Braai Buddy 2 book is not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The benefit
you receive by reading this book is actually information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will get info
which is getting deeper a person read a lot of information you will get. This particular Braai Buddy 2 without
we know teach the one who reading it become critical in pondering and analyzing. Don't always be worry
Braai Buddy 2 can bring once you are and not make your handbag space or bookshelves' turn out to be full
because you can have it within your lovely laptop even cell phone. This Braai Buddy 2 having great
arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not feel uninterested in reading.

Norma Barnes:

The reason why? Because this Braai Buddy 2 is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for
you to snap this but latter it will surprise you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book beside it was
fantastic author who else write the book in such incredible way makes the content within easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of gains than
the other book possess such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking approach. So , still
want to postpone having that book? If I were you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.
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